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Tapestries Wall Hangings
Tapestries are heavy cloth woven with rich, often varicolored designs and scenes. Tapestries
mainly include tapestry wall hanging, tapestry cushions, bell pulls, tapestry throws,
tapestry runners and also tapestries are used to cover furniture. They provide a rich look to
your furniture and also make for a smooth and comfortable living. Tapestries exude your
taste and penchant for a classy lifestyle. The designs you choose for your tapestry work
shows your tastes and preference in art and culture. They tacitly convey your inclination
towards the finest things in the world. Tapestry gives you house a look of elegance and
provide a sense of warmth, thereby making your house - a home.
Tapestries wall hangings are one of the main items in tapestry. Beautiful wall hangings in a
room not only look good, they also provide an aura of dignity and classiness. More and more
home makers are making an artistic choice by decorating their homes with Tapestries wall
hangings of different designs. Designs in Tapestries wall hangings can be floral or depicting an
era or any historic event in the bygone era. The more common choices that people make
these days are Tapestries wall hangings depicting the 18th or the 19th centuries or design
patterns like floral or designs of animals and wild life. Even the work of famous artists like
Vincent Van Gogh and Claude Monet are found in homes of people who dabble in artistic
things.
Tapestries wall hangings and other tapestries provided by saveontapestries.com are
handmade

by

special

craftsmen

and

women.

Therefore

each

product

from

saveontapestries.com is unique and a symbol of excellent craftsmanship. No two products of
saveontapestries.com are similar and therefore you can select a wall hanging that is one of its
own kinds. Besides wall hangings, you can also find other tapestry goods like
•

tapestry cushions with tussles

•

tapestry bell pull with traditional as well beautiful floral designs

•

tapestry rods and accessories available in all metals bent in artistic curves

•

enticing tapestry handbags which would capture your imagination and everyone's
attention while you are on the move

•

tapestry table runners and mats which would make your meals a fine moment for the
bon vivant
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•

Tapestry throws which are elegantly designed in European styles and designs which
can make any corner of the room light up with panache.

Get beautiful tapestries for your home and see how you turn your home into a heady
concoction of awe inspiring art and sophistication.
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European Tapestries
Discover the most exhilarating collection of high quality European tapestries only at
saveontapestries.com. European tapestries are some of the magnificent and much sought
after tapestries all over the world. In the land of renaissance, aesthetism and decadence, one
can still find the beauty and the art of the bygone era in the form of European tapestries.
The European tapestries designs are motivated and draw their inspiration from those times
and the art and culture which flourished at that time. Work of Van Gogh and Claude Monte
are a favorite theme of modern day European tapestries. Some of the most preferred
European tapestries are the Belgian tapestries, especially the Bayeux tapestries and the
Beatrix tapestries.
European tapestries are called so essentially for the reason that the designs and patterns
chosen in those tapestries are origin of Europe. France, Germany, Belgium are places where
art grew, bloomed, flourished and it is still evolving to this day. One can still see the famous
French art pieces neatly weaved into each of the European tapestries. In fact, Belgium
tapestries are much adulated by people with an artistic bend of mind. One can find Belgian
tapestries in wall hangings tapestries and cushion or bolster tapestries very often.
These designs on tapestries are mainly inspired by the master pieces of great artists of the
long-gone times who produced their work in Europe. Designs are also inspired by the
characters and famous personalities of past, fictitious characters of great literary works like
those of Shakespeare. Common man and maids, social gatherings, regular lifestyles and the
events of the past times also find a substantial existence in European tapestries. Work of
awe inspiring artists like Da Vinci and Vincent Van Gogh are much sought after in European
tapestries. The Belgian tapestries wall hangings carry designs of world famous tapestry
weaving traditions like Aubusson, Savonnerie, Chambord, etc. They cover different themes
and pictorials of events and happening in history as well in myth.
You would find all the designs and works or European tapestries in our inexhaustible
collection of tapestries. We provide all kinds of tapestries to make your home light up with
art, beauty and culture. Woven in our special Jacquard loom, each piece is the result of
immense talent pool and high quality material that would last really long. Each piece in our
breathtaking collection is sure to give your home a touch of ethnicity and elegance. For
further details please visit www.saveontapestries.com.
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Tapestries Wholesale
Tapestries, wall hanging Tapestries and many other kinds of Tapestries have always been
popular and will always be as long as human being remains creative and feels the need to
express himself through art forms. Save on Tapestries is an organization which helps its
customers to express themselves through some of the magnificent and awe inspiring pieces of
Tapestries. They are a leading wholesale Tapestries firm. They provide very good quality
Tapestries that help in putting a touch of sophistication and grandeur to interior designing and
furniture of a house. In a way the work of Tapestries that they provide lends a voice to every
home and therefore tacitly says a lot about the owners of the house.
Save on Tapestries offers an inexhaustive and vast range of Tapestries which starts from
different kinds of wall hanging Tapestries, tapestry cushions, bolster Tapestries, tapestry
throws and table mats to more decorative pieces like handbags and bell pulls Tapestries. In
their offering, one can find all kinds of designs and patterns that go into making Tapestries
exude rich culture and heritage. European Tapestries are chiefly found in their offerings
because of the rich past of the continent in terms of art and culture. Designs from the
renaissance and aestheticism are mainly found in European Tapestries and they are much in
demand. French designs and Belgian Tapestries are what most people come looking for.
Save on Tapestries has all its products made by highly skilled and dexterous weavers.
Through their excellent craftsmanship, one can easily predict their lineage and heritage of
quality weavers through generations. They use modern technology like the Jacquard Loom
and creatively blend modernity and tradition to form some of the classic pieces of art. The
quality of materials that they use is held in the highest standards. Even though what goes
into making these master pieces of Tapestries are nothing but the best, still they are offered
at competitive prices. This is because they do not keep high profit margins in any of their
Tapestries pieces and therefore more and more people come to them for decorative pieces of
Tapestries.
Tapestries from save on Tapestries can be excellent gift ideas. The joy that you can bring to
someone, who appreciates art and beauty, is priceless. Each of the Tapestries products from
save on Tapestries is in itself a master piece and an heirloom in the making. Discover your
master piece today and make anyone who enters your home gape at your walls in awe.
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Bayeux Tapestries
Bayeux Tapestries are a special kind of Tapestry depicting scenes of the commemoration of
the Battle of Hastings. The original Bayeux Tapestry measures 20 inches by 230 feet depicting
scenes of the 1066 Battle of Hastings, with Latin annotations. Today, it is preserved in a
special museum in Bayeux, France.
Bayeux Tapestries were first commissioned and created in France. Its origin is perhaps a
controversial subject with some claiming that Queen Matilda, William the Conqueror's
wife, was the one who commissioned it. Other experts claim that it was Bishop Odo, the half
brother of William the Conqueror, commissioned it. Whatever the controversy is, the
popularity of Bayeux Tapestries has survived ages. Many replicas of the original Bayeux
Tapestry are made. Some Tapestries like the D-day Tapestry are inspired by it.
Tapestry as a unique form art flourished in Ancient Greece. European Tapestries as a form
of literary expression then spread to countries like France, England, Netherlands, and
Belgium. These countries never short on skilled weavers and raw materials were the
flourishing centers of European Tapestries art.
Belgian Tapestries are regarded as one of the most artistic Tapestries. With complex
designs and fine finishing, Belgian Tapestries are a masterpiece of European Tapestry and are
displayed in public buildings and museums all around the world. Belgian Tapestries are also
inherited and preserved in private collections.
European Tapestries are still popular as one of the best manifestation Art Tapestries.
Pictures of landscape, cities, countryside, animals are usually depicted in Art Tapestries.
Religions, mystery, works of great painters are also popular themes of depiction in Art
Tapestries.
The best Tapestries are woven out of fine quality fabrics like cotton, silk, wool, and linen. At
times these fabrics are also combined as raw material to produce the Best Tapestries. Strands
of gold and other precious metals are sometimes used as raw material.
Other popular types of Tapestry are the Unicorn Tapestries, Royal Tapestries, and Portiere
Tapestries, apart from a wide range of small sized Tapestries that can used as table runners
and mats, throws and wall hanging.
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For a wide product range of European Tapestries and Best Tapestries of all designs and
backgrounds, visit www.saveontapestries.com. This portal assures you the best collection
at the most affordable prices.
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Tapestry Cushions
At saveontapestries.com you will find different kinds of tapestries that suit all kinds of
tapestry needs. We have a wide and attractive collection of different types of tapestry pieces
fit for different corners of your home. Among all, we have a huge array of tapestry cushion
covers.
At saveontapestries.com, you will find some exquisite and beautifully woven cushion
tapestries. We have tapestry cushions with a mélange of themes. Ranging from religious
tapestries to oriental tapestries, medieval to modern art, you name it and we have it. We
have a potpourri of eye catching designs. That includes a wide assortment of floral designs,
designs of birds and animals, city and country scenes, nautical scenes and much
more.
We have wide arrangement of cushion tapestries which depict the life and times of the
medieval era. Our medieval art tapestry cushion includes some of the world famous battles
fought or some renowned events. There are tapestry cushions that also tell tales about the
lifestyle of the people in the bygone times.
Most of the tapestry cushions are Belgium tapestries. Belgium tapestries are world famous
for their rich designs and high class quality. We also have Flanders tapestries that are also
gaining huge popularity these days.
Some of the tapestry cushions that are always in high demand from saveontapestries.com are
•

Birds of paradise

•

Butterfly

•

Cat

•

Deco

•

Elephant

•

Fish

•

Floral designs

•

Animal designs like Licorne I

•

Modern Times and

•

Musician by the lake
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We have one of the leading online stores of tapestry cushions. At our website you can browse
through the different designs and themes at your convenience. It is like window shopping
where the only difference is that you do not have to hop around shops and stores to select
the perfect piece. You can do it all right from the convenience of your home.
We have tapestry cushions for cushions of all sizes. We have both small sized tapestries as
well medium sized ones of area: H-14X W-14. We also have a large collection of bolster
cushion tapestries that accentuate not just the beauty of your couch, bed or settee, but also
add a golden touch of elegance to your rooms.
We also offer other kinds of tapestries. So now, to add the special feather of magnificence to
your home, you need not go anywhere outside your room. Just log, click and shop around at
our online store for some tapestry masterpieces.
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